Welcome

Welcome to DataWise Report Writer
Please follow the basic steps to get connected to your data and get printing reports.
Please check our website at www.datawise.co.nz for the latest information, version upgrades
and library of reports.
For any installation problems please contact use on 09-478-0530 or email us at
support@datawise.co.nz
We hope you enjoy the benefits of our product.
Regards
The DataWise Team
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Licence agreement

SOFTWARE REGISTRATION
· This program requires an authorized serial number from DataWise Ltd before it can be
renamed to the licensed user. Please note that licensing is machine specific and a separate
code is generated for each machine.
. Please note that if you wish to move the application to a different computer an unlock key
must be generated and sent to DataWise as verification. DataWise will charge for new keys
issued without this number.
. Licensing is per machine, and is for an unlimited number of companies.
· Please fill in the form which can be printed from the setup menu and follow the instructions
· Please fax or email the form to DataWise Ltd at 0064-09-478-0531. We will generate a serial
number and fax or email it back to you.
· A serial number will only be issued once the software has been paid for in full. Payments can
be made directly into our bank account or on the website.
· Bank Details – Name: DataWise Limited - ASB Bank - Parnell Branch – 123075 – Account
number 0144491-000
· Please contact us on +64-9-478-0530 for help to register your product.

LICENSE AGREEMENT
The software is licensed per computer.
An unlimited number of companies may be set up on each installation.
· Copyright to Application development belongs to DataWise Ltd. The Purchaser shall be
licensed to use the software for the Companies for which DataWise Limited has issued serial
numbers, and once payment for the Application Software has been made in full.
· The Purchaser and their users agree not to tamper with, reverse engineer, modify or extract
parts from the source code for any reason whatsoever.
· DataWise Limited takes no responsibility for the data integrity and its interpretation. It
remains the responsibility of the Purchaser to verify that any reports are valid. DataWise
Limited’s warranty shall be limited to the purchase price of the product.
SIGNED: _________________________ DATE:_____________________________

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Remove Software Instructions

Important Notice
To remove a licensed copy of the software
In order to move the software to another compure or to verify to DataWise that the software
has been officially removed from the system the following steps must be taken.
Run the program as "myb9.exe UNREGISTER" for a pc, and "myb9.exe SERVER UNREGISTER" for
a server. You will be given an uninstall key. Please write it down very carefully and keep it
as your proof that you have uninstalled the software. Send this number to DataWise who
can verify it and arrange a new key for a new machine.
This will only de-register the application. You will still need to remove the "DataWise Report
Writer" application via add/remove programs, and only then manually delete the MYB9 folder.
Sould you wish to re-install the software on the same computer, you will need to get a new
key from DataWise
Failure to provide the Uninstall key will result in the user being required to repurchase the
software.
In the case of complete hardware failure a new key will be issued at the discretion of
DataWise Ltd.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Re-installation - Warning
Please note that once the progam is installed and in use, the original or full installation
program must NOT be re-run, as it will re-create your reportlist.dbf files, and you may lose all
your reports other than the standard reports included in your install.
Please be sure to backup the MYB9 folder regularily

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Accredited Consultants
A team of fully-qualified accredited consultants and training courses are available to help you
make the most of your software.
Check out the website www.datawise.co.nz for the latest list of Accredited Consultants.

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Reporting
Standard Reports Library
There is a Library of free reports with is updated regularily
Please check the website for updated information on old reports and to view examples of
reports that have been added.
www.datawise.co.nz

Creating New Reports
You can create your own customised reports. Using the Query Designers or just by coding
directly.
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Copying Reports
Using a Standard report as the starting report is the easiest way to get started if there is a
similar report already available. It's much easier to make small changes to a report that create
a new one.
Never edit the standard reports. Rather make a copy and edit the copy. Then if you don't like
the result, delete it and start again with a fresh copy.
To copy a report simpl;y click the [Copy to New report] button on the Report Tab
Rename it and add it to a group of you custom reports.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Creating Reports
Creating a new report from scratch is done by following the steps as shown on the Help Tab
on the report form.
Use the Query Wizard to get the data into a cursor, or simply type it in the data scripting
window.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Query Designer
The Query Designer is the easiest way to get started with creating your own reports.
You will need to have a basic understanding of how data is stored in the MYOB database of
tables.

Terminology
Database - The container that hold all the tables together
Tables - The individual collections of similar data held in rows and columns similar to a
spreadsheet
Fields - The columns in the table
Records - The rows in the table.
Cursor - A tempory table of which is a subset of the data available in the formation you
require.

Running the Query Wizard
1. Select your top level table to start with. All other tables are children of this parent and are
related to the parent via a common field and it's contents.
2. Select the children tables based on the relationship required
3. Select the fields required to view
4. Generate a cursor script
5. Preview the data in the cursor
6. Copy the script into the required report

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Quick Start
Welcome to DataWise Report Writer
Please follow the basic steps to get connected to your data and get printing reports.
Please check our website at www.datawise.co.nz for the latest information, version upgrades
and library of reports.
For any installation problems please contact us on 09-478-0530 or email us at
support@datawise.co.nz
We hope you enjoy the benefits of our product.
Regards
The DataWise Team
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Step 1 - Install DataWise Report Writer

INSTALLATION
Download the latest version of The DataWise Report Writer from www.datawise.co.nz
Please note that licensing is per computer per year and the application will not function when
expired. A new key will need to be purchased.
1. Open the folder with the download file
2. Run the MYB9 Setup.exe file
3. Install to the c:\myb9 folder with all the default settings. Files can be moved later if
required.
4. An icon will be automatically placed in the start menu and/or desktop.
5. The installation gives you a fully featured 30 day Demo. After this you will need to purchase
the annual license and obtain a software key.

LICENSE AGREEMENT
The software is licensed per computer.
An unlimited number of companies may be set up on each installation.
· Copyright to Application development belongs to DataWise Ltd. The Purchaser shall be
licensed to use the software for the computers for which DataWise Limited has issued serial
numbers, once payment for the Application Software has been made in full.
· The Purchaser and their users agree not to tamper with, reverse engineer, modify or extract
parts from the source code for any reason whatsoever.
· DataWise Limited takes no responsibility for the data integrity and its interpretation. It
remains the responsibility of the Purchaser to verify that any information prepared with this
program is valid. DataWise Limited's warranty shall be limited to the purchase price of the
product.
· Licencing levels - Different licencing levels and products are available. Please check out the
website www.datawise.co.nz for the latest information.

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Step 2 - Logging on
1. A start menu will open and request a User name and Password to continue
2. The default Demo Details, passwords and serial numbers are:
Company Name: Demo Company
Level 1 User: User1 Password 123456
Level 2 User: User2 Password 222222
Level 3 User: User3 Password 333333
3. Users cannot be changed, but passwords are changed under the company setup option
4. Type in user name and password and click [Enter]

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Step 3 - Setting up your company

You must be logged in as USER1 to do this .

Step 4A - Click on the SETUP WIZARD tab.

Wizard Step 1 - Edit \ Add or Delete companies
You can use the demo file for your company or to add a new company click the [Add a new
company button ]
Enter your company name
Select the application type and\or version
Click the next button

Wizard Step 2 - License Agreement.
Please read and accept the license agreement before continuing.

Wizard Step 3 - Connect to your data file
Click the [...] button to select your data file.
Click the [...] button and select the MYOB.exe file that is the same version as your data file.
Usually in the same folder or else on your local drive.
Enter your user name and password ( We recommend you set up a new user called ODBC in
MYOB for this connection )
The correct ODBC driver version should be filled in automatically when the data file is
selected. If there is a problem an error message will be displayed.
Test the connection. If successful it will bring up the data file information table.
If an error message appears it will exzplain what the cause is.
NB: Windows 2000 users will need to set up a system DSN connection via the ODBC drivers
application.
Tick the DSN check box.
Proceed with the rest of the steps as normal.
Please check the above. If still a problem contact DataWise support.
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Wizard Step 4 - Local copy of data file
This step is optional. If you have a large data file and a multi user environment, it is much
faster to work on an offline copy of the data file.
Tick the offline check box and select the C:\myb9\localcopy folder as the place to save the
local copy.
Click [ Copy Now ] to update the local copy

Wizard Step 5 - Setup Complete
The basic setup configuration is now complete. You may click the [Finished] button to return
to the DataFiles tab.
The [Next] Button will take you to some advanced settings.

Wizard Step 6 - Change folder where data is stored.
The startup folder is displayed for information
The data folder can be changed here to point to another copied folder with a different name
and location. NB: Folder name must not be too long or have no special characters in it.

Wizard Step 7 and 8 - Not used with MYOB data files
Wizard Step 9 - Other Options
Advanced Job Reporting:
Some of the Job reports require this box to be ticked. Only tick it if the report you want to run
requires it.
Leave at the defaults for normal setup circumstances.
If a network is used, then the files and folders can be redirected to shared folders.
Table of Reports: The reportlist default is in c:\myb9\ folder.
but you can have different files if required for different companies. The system allows you to
have different sets of reports if required. Select the Reportlist table called REPORTLIST.DBF to
use with this company.
Output Folder: Select the output folder for reports. The default is default is in
c:\myb9\reports\output
Default Folder for report output: All reports can be output in different file formats such as
PDF, Word or Excel and are stored in this folder by default.
Screen Picture - A screen picture can be chosen to give a different background. This is useful
if dealing with different companies, so that it is easy to determnine which company is open.

Wizard Step 10 - Other Options
Company information can be enterd here and used in reports.
The Registration form can be printed from here as well.

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Step 4 - Data Files

Select Company to Report on
This contains the option to select the company to report on.
Reports can be run from the off-line data or directly from the live files.
The off-line data reports run much faster and do not affect other users on the network. Try
the different options and see what works best for you. Different reports will run differently as
they utilise different information for the datafile.

Off-Line Data extracted into Foxpro tables.
Once the data has been setup the user only needs to select the required company to report
on.
Print Reports using off-line data
The off-line data is a copy of the data placed on the local machine ( usually a laptop). It
therefore needs to be updated from the live data when the computer is attached to a network
where the data is situated.
The Data Update button downloads the latest data. This may take a few minutes depending
on the size of the database and the speed of your network. Uploading very large datafiles into
Foxpro tables allows the use of very fast data acces via Microsoft's patented Rushmore
technology.
Next build the data warehouse. For ease of use and to add functionality some data is
combined into a new table which is only available via the off-line data.
NB: Any customised requirements can be added here. (Please contact DataWise for more
information.)
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Then run the DataWise option to use the offline data.

Live Data using offline copy of live data
We have added this option as the new ODBC drivers are faster and this saves time copying
the data into foxpro tables. If this option is the middle road between off-line data and reading
the MYOB datafile on the network pc or server. This option is useful if the data is on network
and has multiple users.

Live Data
The live data can be used if the data is available via a network connection. This will slow all
users down depending on the network specifications. Individual situations will dictate when
live reports are more suitable than the off-line database. Printing of invoices as they happen
would be an example of a live requirement.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Step 5 - Running Reports
DataWise Report Writer steps to running a report.

Step 1 - Select the report to run
The report group will be "STANDARD"

STEP 2 - Apply the filters required

The filter has an "Apply" tick box which will apply the filter to the data only if ticked.
Enter the values to suit the filter condition required.
Click the right green arrow to continue.

STEP 3a - Print the report
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STEP 3b - Print the report to a file

STEP 4 - If required eMail the report file
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Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Forecast
Forecasting and Budgeting
With DataWise Pro-Active Reporting you can set up a Budget and forecast covering 5 years
and then do cash flows, budgets and forecast.
To get started first set up the company for reporting.
Click the [FORECAST] button on th eman screen and a new control panel will appear.
Once the setup has been done forecasting each month will be quick and easy.

Monthly Steps Checklist
1. Complete all transactions in MYOB for the required period.
2. If required, make a local copy of the MYOB file using the Report Writer [Copy Now] options,
or copy the file manually. See the Setup options for more details.
3. Run the Actuals update form. Select the update accounts option if account changes have
been made in MYOB. Select the Transctions import and adjust the "End Date" forward a month
to get the new months actuals added.
4. Go to the Jobs forecast form if running Jobs Forecasting. "Process" transactions. Run
required P&L Reports
5. Go to Monthly forecast form. "Process" transactions. Run required Balance Sheet and P&L
Reports
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Forecast Setup
There are a number of steps to setting up the company for forecasting.
Each step must be followed in the correct order to ensure a smooth setup. Steps can be
corrected later as required.
The first time the control panel is loaded the following will be displayed.

Click the red button to create a new folder with tables to store the data required to do the
forecast. All the data is stored in DataWise in the subfolder /FCT.
Once this is done the other buttons will become available and you can continue the setup
process.
Last Updated: 10/07/09
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1. Import Chart from MYOB
Next we need to import the chart of accounts from MYOB
Click the [Actuals Update] Button

The MYOB Data Import form will appear. It will show you the MYOB data file it will connect to.
The settings here are those setup using the Company Setup Wizard, and cannot be changed
here.
Tick the following boxes:
Accounts update
Delete non MYOB accounts as defaults not required
Then click [Import and Run]
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Last Updated: 11/15/09
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2. Setup Forecast Variables
The forecast has a number of variables that can be specific to each company.
Click [Setup] button to enter the setup form. Complete the options on each tab.

Company Details Tab
Enter the Company name here exactly as you would like it to appear on the reports
Enter "This Branch Number" to 1 if there are no consolidations
If this is a "Head Office" company then it must be set to 0
Head offices need to set up branches to import.
Branches need to map to the head office chart
Category Id to be left at 0
Choose Monthly Forecast or Weekly Forecast
The "Don't update forecast with actuals" is a special requirement and should not be selected
for normal processing. This will force the Actuals + Forecast reporting to only show Forecast.
If Profit & Loss Monthly Job Forecasting is to be used check this option.

Contact Details Tab
This information is optional and can be used in customised reporting.
Linked Accounts
Set up the MYOB accounts for each of the required links.
If you enter an invalid number eg: 1 then the MYOB lookup form will appear and allow you to
browse through the chart and select the correct account.
GST Account calculations are all handled through one account by the forecast engine. This is
normally the Payments/Refunds account. We often use the "MYOB1" script to combine the 5
default accounts into one for use by DataWise to make the report look more functional.
Select the GST payments period from one of the drop down options. The entry in the text box
can be edited as required
Company Tax
Enter the Tax Expense and Tax Liability accounts and select the required tax percentage. If
no tax required enter 0 for tax percentage and calculation will be skipped.
Currency
This is the text that will print on each report to indicate the currency

Report Groups Tab
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The Report Groups are predefined so as to fit correctly onto a single A4 Page. The names of
the accounts can be changed, but must still be appropriate to the function.
There are 4 expense groups. You can define your expenses under any 4 major headings as
suits the company. Each expense account will be allocated to one of these 4 options later.
You can also restore, edit or print these headings. Editing allows fine tuning of the way
reports display. it is quite complex and should be handled carefully.

Period Tabs
To change the periods, simply change the date of the first period and click the [Extend period
1 through 60] button. This will increment each month by 1 and change the header
accordingly.
Periods can be manually changed to anything required. During period alignment transactions
are placed in periods according to the transaction date.

Numbers Tab
Nothing needs to be done here. Special settings for NZ Aurora users.

Other Tab
Advanced use only. Allows the redirection of certain files and folders in network installations.

Last Updated: 11/15/09
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3. Account Options Setup
The next step is to set up the individual account options.
Click on the [Monthly Forecast] Tab

There are 4 possible options to set up for each account

1. Account Types
Select the appropriate account type from the Radio Options on the right.
Start at the top. When the button is clicked focus automatically moves to the next account,
so you can click it's type.
Clicking too fast will cause process to stall. Wait for it to catch up and click slower.

2. Factors
Enter the appropriate factor here.
eg: 0.8 for 80% Debtors received month following
and
1 for 100% Creditors paid month following
Trade Debtors
When no Factor % is entered, then the collections amounts are entered in the forecast boxes.
When a % is entered for collections ( eg .6 to collect 60% of book total each month) the
forecast screen will show the amounts calculated to be paid
in the forecast boxes.
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The Actual Boxes will always reflect the net movement for the month.

Trade Creditors
It is usual to set the FCT Factor to 1 so as to pay the full amount of the creditors the
following month.
Once calculated the FCT Factor can be changed to 0 and the actuals manipulated manually as
required.
Otherwise the Payments can be entered manually to suit another pattern. This is necessary if
large items are purchased with varying lead times.
It would then be best to have two Creditors accounts. One for those paid on the 20th of the
month following. eg: local creditors for stationery, electricity etc. A seperate Trade creditors
with overseas shipments calculated on a spreadsheet can be entered.

3. GST
Tick if GST to be calculated on this account

4. Contra Account
Default is bank.
eg: sales = Trade Debtors
Stationery = Trade Creditors
Rent = Bank
Depreciation = Accumulated deprciation
Last Updated: 09/06/09
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4. Entering first year budgets
The first time that budgets are set up it may be that the budget data is required to be
entered for periods prior to the current month. In other words it may be that we are already in
period 6 and we need to enter budgets for periods 1 to 12.
In this case it is important that no "actuals" transaction data is imported from MYOB. ( Only
the chart of accounts)
Enter the budget data into the "Forecast buckets" for the full 12 ( or more) periods. This can
be done manually or via the Excel import
Process the Forecast, ( Periods 1 to 60) Review it, Print it
Save the forecast as the Budget ( Other tab - [save Forecast as Budget] )
Save it as a scenario with an appropriate name ( In case need to restore later) ( Other tab [save scenario] )
Once the budget is in place then the "Actuals" transaction data can be imported.
Change the Process period to first period after actuals and process.
You will now have the correct actuals versus budget data with variances available.
Last Updated: 10/14/09
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Excel Import of Future Transactions
New users often have existing spreadsheets which they are using to prepare budgets. It is
very easy to import these spreadsheets into DataWise Forecast.
Importing from Excel is the most common way for a company to prepare budget data in a
format they are most familiar with. Excel can handle the unique complexities that a business
faces to calculate dollar sales values from complex product formulations.
A number of example files are available from the website which show various cleaver ways to
prepare the spreadsheets.
Excel 2007 is the recommended import method, as it works well with an automated driver,
allowing greater flexibility. Some versions of Excel 2003 work well with the 2007 driver, so use
this if possible.

Using the old 2003 version of excel import
Excel spreadsheet must have columns in a tab in the following order:
ACCNO, F0, F2... F60 or ACCNO, JOBNUM, F0, F2... F60
The import program will import the columns based on this format and update only the periods
you have selected under options. The spreadsheet must be closed else there will be a sharing
violation warning.
If an error occurs during import, the line with the error will be displayed.

Using the new 2003\2007 version
Excel can be open during import, but data must be saved to be imported.
Columns can be anywhere on the spreadsheet.
Only the columns required need be labeled.
They must be labeled on the first row as ACCNO, F0, F2... F60 or ACCNO, JOBNUM, F0, F2...
F60

Last Updated: 10/08/09
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Steps to Import from Excel

Export Budget from Excel

Using the Import from Excel form
Select the version of Excel that you have using the radio buttons
The speadsheet must have a column header of ACCNO and only the wanted account numbers
in it, also columns with headers F1 to F60 to represent the 60 months of data available. You
can have just F1 to F12, but then be sure to only include months 1 to 12 in your period
selection option.
There are many patches and fixes for Office 2003. If you are right up to date the the Excel
drivers should work ok. If not try the 2003 old type import. It won't work with new versions,
and vice versa. It's good to get the latest service packs and patches installed for all MS
Office products.
Select the Excel Workbook using the [...] button.
A list of all the tabs will then be displayed in the Worksheet dropdown selection. To refresh
this list click the [...] button
Click the replace data option so that data is cleared before import and not added to.
Click any other options required
Click the [Import Button]
If an account is not found, a browse window will appear, so that you can see and correct the
error. If there are many errors go to the bottom of the file and press escape. Correct the
speadsheet for the next import.

MYOB Budget Export
You can also export you budget from MYOB and then use it as the basis for your budget
spreadsheet
NOTE: in order to change the 41000 format to 4-1000 use the following formula:
=CONCATENATE(LEFT(A13,1),"-",MID(A13,2,4))
Remember to change the column fomat to GENERAL
Delete the lines you don't want or are headers
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Last Updated: 10/08/09
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Monthly Transactions Import
Each month Transactions can be imported form various sources.
MYOB Accounting
Exo / Exonet Accounting
We are currently adding more options including a Generic import.
Last Updated: 10/09/09
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MYOB Transaction Import
Importing transactions from MYOB Accounting products uses the MYOB ODBC drivers which
come with each MYOB accounting package.
The Forecast module uses the same ODBC driver connection created when DataWise Report
Writer is setup for each company.
From the Forecast Control Form click on the Actuals Update Button

Select Required options

Updateing Accounts:
Check the "Delete non MYOB Accounts'" to delete any accounts that have been deleted or
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merged in MYOB. Note that this will delete any forecast data for these accounts as well.
Sometimes you may use a rule to change accounts around. If so do the deletion here, AND
tick the " View tables during import" so that you can review which accounts to delete an
dwhich to keep by clicking the little black marker.

Last Updated: 10/09/09
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Forecasting Monthly

Last Updated: 10/07/09
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1. Entering Forecast data
Entering monthly forecast data can be done in several ways.
Manually enter data

Use the "Forecast 5 Years" view to enter data
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The yellow background indicates data is actual data and should not be changed as it will
simply be ignored and replaced during the processing step of the forecast.
Last Updated: 10/08/09
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2. Auto Journals
Each account can have a number of auto journals.

Each auto journal takes the balance of the account each month and multiplies it by the factor
selected. It will then debit and credit the the appropriate selected accounts.
Eg On the sales account 4-1100
Click ADD to add new line.
Type in a short code to identify the transaction. eg COGS ( Cost of Goods Sold )
select .3 to represennt 30% and select the account to debit ( COGS ) and Credit ( Inventory
)
Repeat for any other options such as commissions and royalties.
( Sometimes these calculations are done in Excel instead and imported into the forecast
progam)

Last Updated: 10/08/09
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3. Processing
The Processing of the Forecast goes through all the data for the months selected and
calculates the Balance Sheet accounts, auto journals, GST and company tax.

The progress will be shown and a message displayed when completed.
It is important to review the data after processing to ensure it makes sense. The review tab
helps remind us of some of the things to check.

Last Updated: 10/08/09
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4. Printing
There are a number of reports that can be printed
The reports are all of a specific format and cannot be changed to ensure their integrity.
For customised reports the DataWise database can be accessed using the Foxpro ODBC driver
directly form Excel using the "Data Connection" functionality. This allows full customisation if
requred.

To print reports choose from:
1.

Balance Sheet and income Statements displayed in detail with 13 columns landscape
(12 months plus year total) and the 5 years on protrait with one column for each of
the 5 years and the total.

2.

Cash flow reports by single or all bank accounts. Various levels of detail can also be
viewed. The cash flow will balance back to the balance sheet values.

3.

Variance reports show Current Months actuals / budget / variance; Year to Date
actuals / budget / variance; Full year actuals / budget / variance which include actuals
and / or forecast where applicable

4.

Forecast data sheet showing data captured can be printed.

Last Updated: 10/08/09
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5. Other things to do
There are a number of additional tasks available
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE A BACKUP BEFORE YOU DO ANY OF THESE OPTIONS
Copy or zip the MYB9 folder to an alternative location.

Clear Transactions.
If it is necessary to restart a forecast or actuals import this can be done by selecting to
delete the appropriate group of transactions.

Update Budget with latest forecast data.
Once the forecast is finalised, it can then be saved as the budget which will form the basis for
comparisions until overwritten at a later stage when it becomes irrelevent. The frequency is
normally annually, but if the business changes significantly, then updating the budget is
advisable.

Update Forecast with Actuals
If it is necessary to restart a forecast or actuals import this can be done by selecting to
delete the appropriate group of transactions.

Clear Forecast data
If you need to start again you can delete the data here. It is best to save it as a scenario
first if there is any chance you may need it again.

Write Budget Data back to MYOB
This allows you to put the budget data back into MYOB so you can run reports using the
levels in MYOB.

Save and restore scenarios
If scenarios are saved they can be restored later if the decision is made to adopt an earlier
version.

Last Updated: 10/08/09
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Jobs Forecasting
Jobs Forecasting Features
Works at the Profit and Loss level tha same as MYOB
Totals jobs into the overall company budget. This means that all transactions must be set to
use jobs. Set up "Head Office" type job to catch global expenses.
The Jobs Forecast works the same as Monthly except there is a filter by job as well.
Only use the monthly forecast to record Balance Sheet Budget and Forecast items.
Process after processing Job forecast to get company Balances Sheet and P&L Statements
Last Updated: 10/08/09
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Consolidations

Overview - Set-up of consolidation companies (mapped charts)
There are three basic steps tpo performing company consolidations
1. Set up the Head Office Company
There can be any number of "Head Office Companies" For example there could be a hierarchly
like

Each Consolidation needs to be set up as a seperate company.
Each company can be set up as seperate MYOB files and the chart of accounts edited in a
familiar environment
and / OR
Each company can be set up using the accounts list from any approximately similar data file
and edited in the DataWise Application.
DataWise folders can be copied and then pointed to from the setup screen
The companies that make up the consolidations are then setup within the consolidated
comany.
2. Set up the Branch companies
Each branch is as a seperate MYOB file containing it's own transactions
OR each branch could be an MYOB CATEGORY or there could be combinations of the two
options.
Theer could also be a mixture of MYOB and Exo files.
Which method is used will depend on the way the branches are managed.
A "consolidate into company" is linked and the chart of accounts is then able to be mapped to
it.
3. Perform the consolidations
To perform a consolidation simply open the appropriate "consolidate into" company and import
the branch data.

Last Updated: 11/15/09
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Head Office Setup
1. Create a company file in MYOB with the consolidated chart as required
2. Create a company in DRW and connect to this file using the set-up
3. Open the consolidation company forecast
4. Create a blank forecast
5. Use Actuals Update and bring in the Accounts only
6. Go to Set-up
a. Complete Setup details (branch number must be set to zero (0))
b. Select "Set-up Branches"
c. Select each branch (=subsidiary) in turn
then click the details tab, and browse to the "FCT dbc"
in the sub-folder for that branch.
d. Complete Linked accounts (tax is optional)
e. Complete Periods (Enter opening date and click Extend periods...1 to 60)
7. Select Monthly Forecast, and add account grouping to all accounts
8. Close the consolidated company (forecast)
Last Updated: 11/15/09
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Branch Setup

1. Create a forecast for each branch.
2. Open EACH branch forecast in turn
a. Select the Set-up menu
b. Browse to the path for the consolidated FCT company database and select it
c. Then Select "Consolidated Mapping" ( only required if the consolidated chart will be
different to the branches. )
d. Complete the list for every account.
3. Close the branch forecast
Last Updated: 11/15/09
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Consolidating

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open the consolidated company
In the Forecast section click the consolidations button
Select each branch to import and click the [Import] button
Repeat for all branches that have to be imported
Once all imports are complete, click the [Run] button to process the data
Return to the monthly forecast form, Process and print the required reports.

( Please note that no forecast data is entered into the consolidated company )
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Cash Flow Reporting
The following terms are used in this Standard with the meanings specified:

Cash
comprises cash on hand and demand deposits.

Cash equivalents
are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known
amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.

Cash flows
are inflows and outflows of cash and cash equivalents.

Operating activities
are the principal revenue-producing activities of the entity and other activities
that are not investing or financing activities.

Investing activities
are the acquisition and disposal of long-term assets and other investments not
included in cash equivalents.

Financing activities
are activities that result in changes in the size and composition of the
contributed equity and borrowings of the entity.
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Cash Flow Report
The Cash Flow Report prints a 12 column report of the expected cash flows of funds in and
out of the business.
The Cash Flow Report is not the same as the Cash Flow Statement.
The Cash Flow Report can be printed for each of the 5 years.
Each report prints 12 months of cash flow.
1. Select a single bank account or all bank accounts combined.
To print all bank accounts combined each bank account must be flagged as such under
General Ledger Accounts Maintenance.
Select the account. On the details tab make sure the TYPE = Cash Account.
2. Select Format option
Depending on the format of the actual data imported the different report formats will present
data differently.
Summary by detail Description uses the Line detail information to collate on. If there is
forecast only data, then this option works well.
Imported data must not have different detail information on each line or this report will print
too many lines.
Summary By account number uses the whole jnl to determine the allocation. For this to work
accurately imported transactins must have a unique folio for each transaction. MYOB works
well with this forrmat. This format can produce strange results if journals within one folio
reference number includes bank and non bank transactions. This is because it looks at the
whole journal as a bank transaction.
Detail showing all transactions allows viewing of all data one line per record. This is usefull for
looking at non- cash accounts in the forcast format.
3. Check that the default printer is correct.
Click the printer button to change the default A4 printer.
4. Tick the box for each of the years to print.
5. Select Preview or Print
Select Preview to view the report on screen first. From the preview screen press print or exit.
Press print to bypass the preview screen.
Last Updated: 01/27/08
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Ratio Report
The ratio report is also know as the "3 Page Company Summary "

Access it from the Forecast menu.
Once the forecast setup is completed you will be a ble to run the report

Settings Tab
Change setting for viewing graphs.
Reset graphs to default settings if required.
Refresh the data if settings are changed

Ratio Tabs
View the ratio explainations and graphs

Edit Tab
Change the wording of th ereport f required.
Tick the relevant items to display on your KPI graphs.

Print Tab
Print the various reprt options
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DuPont Ratios
The DuPont system was developed many years ago as an effective way for shareholders and
financial managers to determine the profitability and therefore success of their organisations.
The measures need to be viewed in the context of the industry in which they operate. For
example a high asset based petroleum company cannot be compared with a employment
consultancy. Industry standards can be obtained from numerous sources, and from the
financials published by listed companies. The best measure is that of the company over time.
All of the measures can be used as yardsticks on which to improve efficiencies.
In DataWise Forecast the financial ratios are calculated on both a monthly and an annualised
basis. This gives the decision maker the opportunity to see where in the year, what events
are causing a deviation of the data.

I. Liquidity Ratios
Liquidity ratios also called solvency ratios and include the current ratio, quick ratio, net
working capital. They measure the firm's ability to satisfy obligations as they become due.


Current Ratio



Quick Ratio



Net Working Capital

II. Activity Ratios
Activity ratios measure the operating characteristics of the firm. They measure the speed with
which various accounts are converted into cash or sales. Activity ratios include the inventory
turnover rate, average collection period, average payment period, fixed asset turnover ratio,
and total asset turnover ratio.


Average Collection Period or Days Sales Outstanding



Average Payment Period



Fixed Assets Turnover



Total Asset Turnover



Inventory Turnover

III. Debt Ratios
Debt ratios measure the total amount and proportion of debt within the liabilities section of a
firm's balance sheet. These figures are normally appropriate for comparing a company
performance from one period to another. The debt position of a firm indicates the amount of
other people's money being used in attempting to generate profits. The ability to repay long
term debt is of most concern.
The more debt a firm uses in relation to it's total assets, the greater is it's financial leverage.
Ie: Fixed-cost debt up = financial leverage up = shareholder risk up.
Borrowing money to finance your firm's debt will give you a higher return on investment, but
also more risk as there are interest and capital repayment obligations to be met first.


Debt Ratio



Debt to Equity Ratio



Times Interest Earned



Fixed Payment Coverage Ratio
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IV. Profitability Ratios
The profitability figures measure the ability of the business firm to earn a profit from its
operations through assets, sales, and equity.
Sometimes common-size income can be better for analysing profitability. Here each item is
expressed as a percentage of sales. Eg: if salaries move from being 10% of sales to 15% of
sales, this would be a concern, but if salaries expense is up, but is only 9%, then this would
be positive. A change in product margin would also be relevant, depending on whether the
firm's product mix has changed.
Gross Profit Margin
Operating Profit Margin
Net Profit Margin
Return on Investment
Return on Equity

Earnings on Shares
The earnings per share measures the per share dollar return to owners of a company. The
figure is calculated as follows:
Earnings Per Share
EPS = Total Earnings / No. of shares outstanding
Total earnings are the earnings available to common stock holders.
Sum the prior year earnings and divide the amount by the weighted average of shares
outstanding. This assumes the most accurate information if a company distributes new shares
outstanding during the period which could substantially impact (or dilute) shares to current
shareholders with lower per share earnings.
Price / Earnings Ratio
PE = Price / Earnings Ratio

Last Updated: 09/21/09
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Liquidity Ratios

I. Liquidity Ratios
Liquidity ratios also called solvency ratios and include the current ratio, quick ratio, net
working capital. They measure the firm's ability to satisfy obligations as they become due.
Current Ratio
current ratio = current assets / current liabilities
Measurers the firms ability to meet it's short term obligations. A current ratio of 2.0 is
generally acceptable, but depends on the industry. 1.0 may be ok for a utility company, but
not a manufacturer. The more predictable a firm's cash flows, the lower the acceptable
current ratio.
With a current ratio of 2.0 a firm can still cover it's current liabilities if its assets shrink by
50%.
With a current ratio of 1.0, it's net working capital is zero.
Current assets include cash, marketable securities, inventory, and prepaid expenses. Current
liabilities includes accounts payable ( 1 year or less) , current portions of long-term debt, and
salaries payable. The current ratio measures the ability of the firm to pay is current bills while
still allowing for a safety margin above their required amount needed to pay current
obligations.
Quick Ratio
The quick ratio is similar to the current ratio but eliminates the inventory figure in the current
assets section of the balance sheet. The inventory figure is thought to be the least liquid
figure and should thus, be eliminated. Calculate the quick ratio as follows:
Quick ratio = (Current Assets - Inventory) / Current Liabilities
Generally, the quick ratio should be lower than the current ratio because it eliminates the
inventory figure from the calculation. A quick ratio of 1.0 or greater is occasionally
recommended. It gives a better measure of overall liquidity only when a firms inventory cannot
be easily converted to cash.
Net Working Capital
The Net Working Capital figure simply deducts the current assets from the current liabilities on
the balance sheet. Calculate the Net Working capital as follows:
NWC = Current Assets - Current Liabilities
Net working capital is only suitable for time-series analysis. The current ratio should be used
for any cross-sectional analysis. Often under contracts a contractor can require the firm to
maintain a certain level of net working capital so that it has enough operating liquidity to
protect the creditor.
Last Updated: 09/21/09
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Activity Ratios

II. Activity Ratios
Activity ratios measure the operating characteristics of the firm. They measure the speed with
which various accounts are converted into cash or sales. Activity ratios include the inventory
turnover rate, average collection period, average payment period, fixed asset turnover ratio,
and total asset turnover ratio.
Average Collection Period or Days Sales Outstanding
Calculate the average collection period by the following formula:
ACP = Accounts Receivable / (Annual Sales / 360 days)
or Accounts Receivable / (Months Sales / 30 days)
Total accounts receivable includes all outstanding credit obligations from customers. The
accounts collection period varies from industry to industry. The smaller the accounts
receivable period, the more effectively a company is in managing and collecting money from
customers.
Average Payment Period
The average payment period is calculated by the following formula:
APP = Accounts Payable / (Purchases / 360)
or Accounts Payable / Cost of Sales + Change in stock holding
Where a company does not account for purchases as a separate item DataWise Forecast uses
the Cost of Sales plus change in inventory to determine the month's purchases. In some cases
the calculation can be achieved by using the total purchases, and include a percentage of
sales based on historical figures. This is largely a high risk estimate and is not possible in
DataWise Forecast . This amount could vary from industry to industry.
The accounts payable turnover ratio includes all outstanding obligations that a company owes
its creditors. Calculate the average payment period by adding all current accounts payable
financial obligations.
Fixed Assets Turnover
The fixed assets turnover is a measure of how efficiently a company uses its fixed assets to
generate sales. The higher the fixed asset ratio the better. Calculate the fixed assets
turnover by adding all fixed assets of the company and dividing the amount by annualised
sales. The basic formula is as follows:
FAT = (Fixed Assets / Total Assets) or
Annual Sales / Net Fixed Assets
The fixed asset turnover can vary substantially from industry to industry.
Note that the age of fixed assets is not measured and comparing firms with significantly newer
or older assets can be misleading. The differences in profitability could be a result of more
costly assets to run.
Total Asset Turnover
The total asset turnover is a measure of how efficiently and effectively a company uses its
assets to generate sales. The figure is similar to the fixed assets turnover but includes all
assets. The higher the total asset turnover ratio, the more efficiently a firms assets have
been used. Calculate the total asset turnover ratio as follows:
Total Asset Turnover = Sales / Total Assets
Inventory Turnover
The inventory turnover ratio measures the number of times during a year that a company
replaces its inventory. The turnover is only meaningful when comparing other firms in the
industry or a company's prior inventory turnover. Differences in turnover rates result from
differing operating characteristics within an industry. Calculate the inventory turnover rate as
follows:
Inventory Turnover = Cost of Goods / Total Inventory
The higher the inventory turnover rate means the more efficiently a company is able to grow
sales volume. Compile inventory turnover by using the cost of goods figure in the numerator
since inventories are usually carried at cost. Many other compilers of financial data use sales
in the numerator. However, this is usually an inaccurate barometer of financial performance to
determine the inventory turnover rate.
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Debt Ratios

III. Debt Ratios
Debt ratios measure the total amount and proportion of debt within the liabilities section of a
firm's balance sheet. These figures are normally appropriate for comparing a company
performance from one period to another. The debt position of a firm indicates the amount of
other people's money being used in attempting to generate profits. The ability to repay long
term debt is of most concern.
The more debt a firm uses in relation to it's total assets, the greater is it's financial leverage.
Ie: Fixed-cost debt up = financial leverage up = shareholder risk up.
Borrowing money to finance your firm's debt will give you a higher return on investment, but
also more risk as there are interest and capital repayment obligations to be met first.
Debt Ratio
Measure the proportion of total assets provided by a company's creditors. The debt ratio is
calculated by dividing the total liabilities by total assets. The higher this ratio, the greater the
degree of outside financing by creditors. It indicates that the firm is more highly leveraged
(debt) and highly risky for creditors. The basic formula is as follows:
Debt Ratio = Total Liabilities / Total Assets
Higher ratios indicate high financial leverage to the firm. Some people ignore short term
obligations (e.g. current liabilities) in calculating debt ratios.
Debt to Equity Ratio
This ratio indicates the ratio of debt on a firm's balance sheet to the amount of funds
provided by owners. Measure performance by using only long term debt divided by total
equity. The basic formula is calculated as follows:
Debt to Equity = Long Term Debt / Total Equity
The more capital intensive the firm, the higher the debt to equity ratio. It measures the
percentage of debt tied up in the owners equity. Less capital intensive firms with volatile cash
flows have lower debt equity ratios.
Times Interest Earned
Times interest earned measures the ability of the firm to service all debts. The figure will
indicate how many times a company can cover its fixed contractual obligations to its
creditors. The higher the times interest earned, the more likely the firm can meet its
obligations. Measure this basic formula as follows:
Times Interest Earned = EBIT / Interest
The figure is determined from the income statement by finding the operating profit margin. The
operating profit margin (discussed below) is the profits of the firm before interest and taxes
are subtracted. The interest figure is the interest obligations for the prior four quarters of
financial performance from the use of long term debt funds.
Fixed Payment Coverage Ratio
The fixed payment coverage ratio indicates the ability of the firm to pay its fixed obligations
for a specified period of time. This figure includes the principal plus interest amount owed to
creditors. The figure is determined by the following formula:
Fixed Payment = BIT / Interest + (Principal + Preferred div). x Taxes
The higher the ratio the safer creditors are for receiving amounts owed to themselves.
Operating Leases are essentially long term obligations and should be included in Fixed
obligations.
The formula for calculating the tax is [1/(1-t)] where t is the tax rate as a percentage 33% =
.33

Last Updated: 09/21/09
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IV. Profitability Ratios
The profitability figures measure the ability of the business firm to earn a profit from its
operations through assets, sales, and equity.
Sometimes common-size income can be better for analysing profitability. Here each item is
expressed as a percentage of sales. Eg: if salaries move from being 10% of sales to 15% of
sales, this would be a concern, but if salaries expense is up, but is only 9%, then this would
be positive. A change in product margin would also be relevant, depending on whether the
firm's product mix has changed.
Gross Profit Margin
The gross profit margin indicates the percentage of each sales dollar remaining after a firm has
pad for its goods. The basic formula is calculated as follows:
GPM = (Sales - Cost of Goods Sold ) / Sales
The higher the GPM the better pricing flexibility and cost management controls a firm has in its
operations.
Operating Profit Margin
The operating profit margin indicates the profits of the company before interest and taxes are
deducted from a firms operation. The higher the operating profit margin, the greater pricing
flexibility a firm has in its operations. However, it could also indicate the degree of cost
control management a firm possesses. The figure is calculated as follows:
Operating Profits = Operating Profits / Sales
Net Profit Margin
Similar to the operating profit margin, the net profit margin measures the amount of profits
available to shareholders after interest and taxes have been deducted on the income
statement. The higher the profit margin, the more pricing flexibility a firm may have in its
operations or the greater cost control initiated by management. The figure is determined as
follows:
NPM = Net Profits after tax /Sales or EAIT / Sales
Return on Investment
The ROI is determined by multiplying the Total Asset turnover by the Net Profit Margin. The
figure is meaningful because it shows how well a company uses its assets to generate profits,.
The basic formula is as follows:
ROI = Total Asset Turnover x Net Profit Margin
Alternatively use EAIT / Total Assets
The DuPont method allows the firm to break down its return on investment into a profit on
sales component and an asset efficiency component. Typically, a firm with a low net profit
margin would have a total asset turnover. The relationship between the net profit margin and
Total Asset turnover is largely dependent on the industry the firm operates.
Return on Equity
The return on equity measures the return earned on the owners equity in the firm. The higher
the rate the better the firm has increased wealth to shareholders. The basic formula is as
follows:
ROE = Net Profits / Stockholders Equity or EAIT / Stockholders Equity
Last Updated: 09/21/09
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V. Earnings on Shares
The earnings per share measures the per share dollar return to owners of a company. The
figure is calculated as follows:
Earnings Per Share
EPS = Total Earnings / No. of shares outstanding
Total earnings are the earnings available to common stock holders.
Sum the prior year earnings and divide the amount by the weighted average of shares
outstanding. This assumes the most accurate information if a company distributes new shares
outstanding during the period which could substantially impact (or dilute) shares to current
shareholders with lower per share earnings.
Price / Earnings Ratio
PE = Price / Earnings Ratio

Last Updated: 09/21/09
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Knowledge Base
Quick Start Checklist
1. Install MYOB ODBC drivers as per MYOB instructions
2. Install DataWise Report Writer Software
3. Log In USER = DEMO PASSWORD = 123456
4. Setup Company Information on the setup tab
5. Select a valid ODBC connection for each company
6. Register your software, or use the trial version for 30 days
7. Create your off-line copy from MYOB (if required)
7a. Or, use the live data option
9. Select your reports from the menu
10. Follow the steps to print Reports
11. see www.datawise.co.nz for latest info and technical support
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SQL Select Statements

Examples of Sql Server select statements


Selecting for a date greater than
Create a variable with my format dmy wher emonth is 2 characters eg MAR the sql can
determine format itself
lcToDay = ALLTRIM(str(DAY(DATE())))+ '-' + SUBSTR(cMONTH(DATE()),1,3)+ '-' +
TRANSFORM(YEAR(DATE()))
SELECT * FROM [REProd].[dbo].[GIFT] where post_date > lcToDay
eg: SELECT * FROM [REProd].[dbo].[GIFT] where post_date > '15-mar-2009'
Alternatively using the convert function to return dates in desired format
SELECT * FROM [REProd].[dbo].[GIFT] where post_date > CONVERT(VARCHAR(10),
'01/01/2009' , 103)
SELECT post_date,receiptdate,receipt_amount, ref, batch_number,
id,receipt_number,payment_type
FROM [REProd].[dbo].[GIFT]
where post_date > CONVERT(VARCHAR(10), '01/01/2009' , 103)
order by id

Last Updated: 09/28/09
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Margin and Markup
Description
C ost Price
Sell Price
Profit
Margin
Markup

Formula

Sell - C ost
Profit ÷ Sell x 100
profit ÷ C ost x 100

Calculation
100
75
25
25 ÷ 100 x 100
75 ÷ 25 x 100

margin \ Markup

25 % Margin
33 % Markup

Therefore you must add 33 % onto your cost price to achieve a margin of 25%
Last Updated: 09/28/09
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Global Variables (oGlobal.)
The are a number of global variables stored in the object oGlobal
(oGLOBAL ,"MainLog","login.dbf") && Name of user login table
(oGLOBAL ,"MainDBC","MYB.DBC") && Name of default dbc
(oGLOBAL ,"FCTRange",100000) && Default demo forecast sales range limit
(oGLOBAL ,"Stop",.f.) && Terminate application flag
(oGLOBAL ,"CcyVal","NZD") && Currency indicator
(oGLOBAL ,"DirStartup", SYS(5)+SYS(2003)) && Path application started from where exe, dll
and flls reside
(oGLOBAL ,"DirData", SYS(5)+SYS(2003)+"\01data\") && Path to data directory
(oGLOBAL ,"DirDBC", SYS(5)+SYS(2003)+"\01data\MYB.DBC") && Path to dbc+ directory
(oGLOBAL ,"DirRptList", SYS(5)+SYS(2003)) && Path to Reportlist.dbf free table
(oGLOBAL ,"Logedon", .f.) && Log on successful flag
(oGLOBAL ,"Accneg",-1) && display accounts as negative in reports
(oGLOBAL ,"mthyes",1) && ?
(oGLOBAL ,"RetMatch","0") &&?
(oGLOBAL ,"CtrlForm","Myb_flow") && customised control form
(oGLOBAL ,"SfqDataName","01Data") && SFQuery default data name
(oGLOBAL ,"SfqDataSource","c:\myb\01data") && SFQuery default data source
(oGLOBAL ,"gcuser","USER1") && Default user
(oGLOBAL ,"gcPeriod",1) && Default transaction period
(oGLOBAL ,"gcLevel",1) && Default user security level where 1 = highest
(oGLOBAL ,"odbcname","none") && ODBC connection database name
(oGLOBAL ,"GSTIncl", .f.) && Flag for processing transaction inclusive of GST in reports
NB: All folders are sub folders of the startup folder oGlobal.DirStartup

Example
eg: sys(3) + Sys(2003) = c:\myb9,
then the variable stored as gcHome stores "c:\myb9"
From this the folders for reports, import, export etc are subfolders.
eg: reports are stored in c:\myb9\reports\ or addbs(gchome)+"reports\" +
Last Updated: 09/28/09
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Mac installation
Mac Installation
This application can be installed on a Mac computer running Virtual PC
Last Updated: 09/28/09
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Terminal Server installation
Terminal Server Installation
This application has been developed and tested to run on Microsoft Windows Terminal Server

Last Updated: 09/28/09
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User Reference
Terminology conventions:
 Buttons to click on are indicated by square brackets [ ] eg: select [Enter Sales]
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Setup Options
The setup form tabs

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Data Files

The Data Files form changes to suit the type of database the system is reporting on.

For MYOB users.
 Using the off-line option
1. Select the Company file as set up using the wizard.
2. Update your data from the latest MYOB file
3. Run your data warehouse if it is set up.
4. Use the off-line optiion to run your reports
 Using the on-line option
1. Select the on line button.
Note: Combinations of off-line and on-line reporting can be used. Attaching to multiple data
files can also be achieved programatically within the report data script.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Setup Wizard
Use this script to edit your data connection information.
See the Quickstart guide section for details on setting up your data files.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Data Warehouse Script

The data warehouse script allows you to write Visual FoxPro code to add functionality to the
off-line data each time you update it from the live MYOB file.
It can be written in the code box directly or run from a compiled program created as a report
script within report writer.
It could also call an external program or application. (eg: using shellexecute or run command)
It allows dat to be updated to additional tables which enhance reporting.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Other
Use these option to:

Other Functions
Check ODBC settings
Bowse the off-line data available in the MYOB tables
Print Table Structures.
Run Version updates and do a Data Check. ( Included for older versions. This is now handled
via the webupdates.)

Custom Application
This is where a custom form can be run to do any special applications required.
A full copy of Visual Foxpro is required to create and edit these custom additions.

Write back testing.
Custom applications usually require writeing data back into MYOB. This form is for testing this
functionality.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Security
Change user passwords for each level here.
User names cannot be changed.
Click [Change Passwords] button, make the required changes, and then click [Save
Passwords]
If you forget the passwords you will need to contact DataWiose helpdesk to unlock the
application.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Registration
Product Registration
If you would like to register your copy of DataWise on-line, click the link, else print it and fax
it to us.
The Company name and MYOB serial number are automatically filled in for you.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Menu Options
The Drop Down menus.
A series of top level drop down menus are available for additional functionality.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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File
File Menu Options

Open Company File
 Allows you to select a different data file \ company to report on
Print Preview
 For displaying a report to screen during edit.
Page Setup
 To cchange the page characteristics to suit the appropriate report
eg: Paper Size and orientation
Save
 Saves the current open report
Save As
 Saves the current open report with a new name of your choice
Send
 Always output to be sent to an altenative destination
Exit
 This will close the application
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Edit
Edit Menu Options

These are the standard menu options as per the Windows operating system for editing,
cutting and pasting etc.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Reporting
Reporting Menu Options

Query Designer
This option loads the Query designer form. It is only available when the off-line data view
option is selected.
Table Browse
This option allows you to explore the data in any of the off-line tables.
Table Browse
This option allows you to select a databse and a table name and then view, print or generate
a cursor script. The cursor script is useful for cutting and pasting the table field names and
dimensions into a script.
View Errorlog
Should an error occur in the DataWise Application, a record of the error will be added to the
error log. This log can be viewed and reset as required.
Backup
This utility is currently disabled as there is a backup utility available on the Extras tab of the
reports form
Zip Utility
This is a seperate zip and unzip utility. Most people use their own back methods and zip
utilities.
It is recommended that a suitable system backup and restore procedure is extablished to
ensure reports and data are not lost in the event of hardware failure, software failure, fire or
theft.

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Forecast
Data Menu Options

Forecast Control
This option loads the Forecast Control Form
Accounts
Form for doing additional tasks such as adding accounts not imported
Journals
This option is for add journals manually to the forecast. Used for creating opening balances
and time specific unique transactions.
Transactions
Additional form for viewing transactions
Generic Import
This option is for importing a non standard chart of accounts and ledger transactions into the
Forecasting module.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Window
Window Menu Options

Cycle
This option cycles between windows if you have more than one open
Cascade
This option arranges all open windows in a cascade format
Arrange all
This option places each window in a tile like arrangement using the available desktop space.
Show All
This option will display any hidden windows
Below the line
Each open window will be listed below the line. You can switch focus the window by selecting
it
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Help
Help Menu Options

Report Writer Help
Opens the Report Writer help file
FoxPro Help
Opens the full FoxPro programming language help file. For those who wish to get the full
benefit of the FoxPro language, you can purchase the full Foxpro Language. Please contact us
to arrange pricing and delivery.
DataWise Web Site
Connects to the web site if you have access to the internet.
About...
Displays a screen showing our details and the current version number. Allows you to view
information about and expire your DataWIase license keys.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Reportlist Fields

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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FoxPro Runtime
Most of the FoxPro commands are available in the runtime script except for the following:
APPEND PROCEDURES
BUILD APP
BUILD EXE
BUILD PROJECT
CREATE FORM
CREATE MENU
CREATE QUERY
CREATE SCREEN
CREATE VIEW
SET STEP
MODIFY DATABASE
MODIFY FORM
MODIFY MENU
MODIFY PROCEDURE
MODIFY PROJECT
MODIFY QUERY
MODIFY SCREEN
MODIFY VIEW
MODIFY CONNECTION
The following commands that are ignored when used in a distributed application.
ASSERT
DEBUGOUT
SET DEBUG
SET DOHISTORY
SET DEVELOPMENT
SET ECHO

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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MYOB Tables
System Tables
SYSTEM.OA_TABLES
List of all tables in MYOB database
SYSTEM.OA_COLUMNS
unknown - Will not view - error
SYSTEM.OA_TYPES
SYSTEM.OA_INFO
SQL information table
Info_name
info_num
Info_int
info_bitmask
Info _text
Remarks
SYSTEM.OA_STATISTICS
SYSTEM.OA_FKEYS
unknown - Will not view - error
SYSTEM.OA_PROC
unknown - Will not view - error
SYSTEM.OA_PROCCOLUMNS

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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DataWise Ltd
More detailed help documentation is supplied under the "Help" option or (if applicable) on the
cdrom supplied with this software.
For technical support please contact your dealer or visit our website for the latest
information, tips and list of DataWise Accredited Consultants.
DataWise Report Writer for MYOB is a product of DataWise Limited
DataWise is the Registered trade mark of DataWise Ltd

CONTACT DETAILS
DataWise Ltd
188 Browns Bay Road
Browns Bay
Auckland
New Zealand
Tel: +64-9-478-0530
Fax: +64-9-478-0531
eMail: support@datawise.co.nz
Web: www.datawise.co.nz

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Trouble Shooting
Solutions to know limitations and bugs
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Report form won't close
Occasionally Windows wont close th ereport thats open when the [X] is clicked. Use [Ctrl]
+[F4] to close the form
You will still be prompted to save it.

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Form has image with no size
Using the ctrl and arrows on an image causes it to reduce in size until it is not visible on the
form design page. This has caused problems when sending the report to PDF format.
The easiest way to solve this is to brows the rpt???????.frx table. Set the filter to objtype =
17 and delete records with height and width = 0
This has been resolved in th elatest version.

Remarks
Ensure you do a backup of the report first
Example
USE rpt0001234.frx EXCLUSIVE
SET FILTER TO objtype = 17
BROWSE
< delete the unwanted records by marking th edelete box on the ledt of the
row>
Pack
<Pack will remove these records permanently>
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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DataWise Demo Company
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New Zealand

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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North Island
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Branch 1
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Branch 2

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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South Island
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Branch 3
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Branch 4
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Australia
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Queensland
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Branch 5

Last Updated: 11/15/09
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Branch 6

Last Updated: 11/15/09
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Cash Flow Statement
The Cash Flow Statement is a commonly known as the Source & Application of Funds
Statement.
The Cash Flow Statement is not the same as the Cash Flow Report.
The Cash Flow Statement can be printed for each of the 5 years.
Each report prints 12 months of cash flow.
Before running the report the correct Funds Statement allocation must be entered for each
account
From the General Ledger and Accounts menu option the funds type can be changed.
The options are:
Balance sheet type Accounts


C - Cash Account



O - Operating Activity



I - Investing Activity



F - Financing Activity



R - Retained Income Account

Income Statement type Accounts


S - Sales Income



C - Cost Of Sales



O - Operating Expense



I - Interest Expense



D - Depreciation Expense



A - Amortisation Expense



P - Purchase Expense



T - Tax Expense

Select a single bank account or all bank accounts combined.
To print all bank accounts combined each bank account must be flagged as such under
General Ledger Accounts Maintenance.
Select the account. On the details tab make sure the TYPE = Current Assets or Current
Liabilities.
For Funds Statement the type must be Cash Account.
Check that the default printer is correct.
Tick the box for each of the years to print.
Select Preview to view the report on screen first. From the preview screen press print or exit.
Press print to bypass the preview screen.
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Example

Account Name
Bank Account
Trade Debtors
Provisions
Prepayments
Equipment Purchases
Depreciation
Loans
Leases and Hire Purchases
b
c

Account Type
C urrent Asset
C urrent Asset
C urrent Asset
C urrent Asset
Fixed Asset
Expense
C urrent Liability
C urrent Liability

Funds Statement
C ash Account
Operating Activity
Operating Activity
Operating Activity
Investing Activity
Operating Activity
Financing Activity
Financing Activity

Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Funds Statement Explained

The Funds Statement Explained
Formerly known as The Source and Application of Funds Statement
The statement of cash flows reports cash flows through the bank accounts of entities
included in the consolidated financial statements. The statement can provide answers to
questions such as:
Are operating activities self-sustaining or do they require support from borrowing?
Are operating cash flows sufficient to cover ongoing replacement of assets?
How did cash flows impact on debt?
Cash flows are classified and presented in the following three categories: Cash flows from
operations, Cash flows from investing activities or Cash flows from financing activities.
The balance of cash flows from operations is reconciled to the operating balance.
It explains where the cash generated through the profit that the company has made during
the period has been placed.
If a company makes a profit the cash should be sitting in the bank account. This is seldom the
case. Usually the cash has been used up through some business activity. Often the money
has been used to fund extra inventory, purchase fixed assets or pay dividends. Some times it
may be reflected in a change higher or lower in the debtors or creditors ledgers.
Knowing where the money has gone can be critical to showing owners and investors the
health of the company.

There are two methods of calculating the Funds Statement
Direct Method
The method whereby major classes of gross cash receipts and gross cash payments are
disclosed, or
Indirect Method
The indirect method is where the net profit or loss is adjusted for the effects of transactions
of a non-cash nature, any deferrals or accruals of past or future operating cash receipts or
payments, and items of income or expense associated with investing or financing cash flows.

The Funds Statement is divided into 3 sections
Cash flow from Operations
These represent all cash flows other than those associated with investing and financing
activities, and include taxation and operating receipts and payments.
(a) cash receipts from the sale of goods and the rendering of services,
(b) cash receipts from royalties, fees, commissions and other revenue,
(c) cash payments to suppliers for goods and services,
(d) cash payments to and on behalf of employees,
(e) cash receipts and cash payments of an insurance enterprise for premiums and claims,
annuities and other policy benefits,
(f) cash payments or refunds of income taxes unless they can be specifically identified with
financing and investing activities, and
(g) cash receipts and payments from contracts held for dealing or trading purposes.
Cash flow from Investing
These include the sale and purchase of physical assets and advances such as student loans
and investments.
(a) cash payments to acquire property, plant and equipment, intangibles and other long term
assets. These payments include those relating to capitalised development costs and
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self-constructed property, plant and equipment,
(b) cash receipts from sales of property, plant and equipment, intangibles and other long term
assets,
(c) cash payments to acquire equity or debt instruments of other enterprises and interests in
joint ventures (other than payments for those instruments considered to be cash equivalents
or those held for dealing or trading purposes),
(d) cash receipts from sales of equity or debt instruments of other enterprises and interests in
joint ventures (other than receipts for those instruments considered to be cash equivalents
and those held for dealing or trading purposes),
(e) cash advances and loans made to Other parties (other than advances and loans made by
a financial institution),
(f) cash receipts from the repayment of advances and loans made to other parties (other than
advances and loans of a financial institution),
(g) cash payments for futures contracts, forward contracts, option contracts and swap
contracts except when the contracts are held for dealing or trading purposes, or the
payments are classified as financing activities, and
(h) cash receipts from futures contracts, forward contracts, option contracts and swap
contracts except when the contracts are held for dealing or trading purposes, or the receipts
are classified as financing activities.
Cash flow from Financing
These include the raising and repayment of New Zealand-dollar and foreign-currency debt.
(a) cash proceeds from issuing shares or other equity instruments,
(b) cash payments to owners to acquire or redeem the enterprise’s shares,
(c) cash proceeds from issuing debentures, loans, notes, bonds, mortgages and Other short or
long term borrowings,
(d) cash repayments of amounts borrowed, and
(e) cash payments by a lessee for the reduction of the capital element of the outstanding
liability relating to a finance lease.
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Extract from NZIRS
EXTRACTS FROM NZIAS 7: CASH FLOW STATEMENTS
Objective
Information about the cash flows of an entity is useful in providing users of financial
statements
with a basis to assess the ability of the entity to generate cash and cash equivalents and the
needs
of the entity to utilise those cash flows. The economic decisions that are taken by users
require an
evaluation of the ability of an entity to generate cash and cash equivalents and the timing
and
certainty of their generation. The objective of this Standard is to require the provision of
information
about the historical changes in cash and cash equivalents of an entity by means of a cash
flow
statement which classifies cash flows during the period from operating, investing and financing
activities.
Paragraph 6
The following terms are used in this Standard with the meanings specified:
Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits.
Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to
known
amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
Cash flows are inflows and outflows of cash and cash equivalents.
Operating activities are the principal revenue-producing activities of the entity and other
activities
that are not investing or financing activities.
Investing activities are the acquisition and disposal of long-term assets and other investments
not
included in cash equivalents.
Financing activities are activities that result in changes in the size and composition of the
contributed equity and borrowings of the entity.
Note: Cash equivalents will not be assessed
Paragraph 10
The cash flow statement shall report cash flows during the period classified by operating,
investing
and financing activities.
Paragraph 18
An entity shall report cash flows from operating activities using:
(a) the direct method, whereby major classes of gross cash receipts and gross cash payments
are
disclosed.
Interest and Dividends
Paragraph 31
Cash flows from interest and dividends received and paid shall each be disclosed separately.
Each
shall be classified in a consistent manner from period to period as either operating, investing or
financing activities.
Paragraph 33
…Interest paid and interest and dividends received may be classified as operating cash flows
because they enter into the determination of profit or loss.
Paragraph 34
Dividends paid may be classified as a financing cash flow because they are a cost of obtaining
financial resources.
Note:
• Interest paid will be classified as operating cash flows
• Dividends paid will be classified as financing cash flow.
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Taxes On Income
Paragraph 35
Cash flows arising from taxes on income shall be separately disclosed and shall be classified as
cash flows from operating activities
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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Customised Funds Statement

Step 1 - Modify the template set of accounts to suit your companies requirements.
Step 2 - Allocate the debits and credits for each Balance Sheet account to post to the
account in step 1
eg Other Long Term Liabilities - Debits go to and Credits go to
Last Updated: 03/11/10
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